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Abstract
In this thesis, the feasibility of using model predictive control in a hybrid diesel-electric
marine powerplant is investigated. Initially, the modeling procedure is divided into two
parts. The aim of first part is to find linear models using datasets with experimental data
at the nominal operation point of the hybrid powertrain and investigate the adoption of
different signals considered as system disturbances, as the controller is capable to cope with
multi-variable systems. Second part aims to the development of a non-linear multivariable
model which can describe the hybrid powertrain behavior over a wider range of operation.
Finally, a output feedback manipulation is suggested in order to enable a better prediction
of the future model outputs.
Model Predictive Controller (MPC) is a model-based controller which tries to com-
pute the optimal sequence of the control moves in order to succeed the optimal control
performance of a plant over a finite prediction horizon. MPC is capable of tackling multi-
variable processes, satisfy input and output system constraints, deal with long time delays
and utilize plant response to measured and unmeasured disturbances knowledge. Per-
formance evaluation of the designed MPC controllers was firstly conducted through step
response simulation against each controller’s internal model, in order to fine-tune its pa-
rameters and ensure the system stability. As a next step, the controllers were evaluated
through simulation using open-loop experimental data and the non-linear diesel engine
model, using also the electric motor system model for the total power split determination.
Last, the performance of the various MPC controllers was experimentally verified on the
hybrid propulsion powertrain at LME. MPC response was tested at various load profiles,
including alternating and propeller load, against static and dynamic reference tracking,
evaluating disturbance rejection and efficiency in operating the plant within the desired
exhaust emission and fuel consumption limits during closed-loop control.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Framework
Diesel engines are present to 99 % of the engine installations of the ships. During recent
years, facts as the stringent legal standards and the increasing environmental concern, as
well as the continuous desire for better engine performance, have forced manufacturers
of marine engines to implement new technologies related to the propulsion power units
of ships, aiming at lower exhaust emission and enhanced power management. This was
particularly made possible due new engine components and technologies that were intro-
duced in marine powertrains, such as multiple- stage turbo charging, variable geometry
turbochargers (VGT), exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), etc. One attractive solution is the
diesel-electric hybrid powertrain, where the internal combustion engine is assisted by an
electric motor. Hybrid electric solutions have been used massively in automotive installa-
tions; however, they have limited application in shipping industry so far. Commercially,
one such solution has been developed by CATERPILLAR and was recently launched in
the market1. CATERPILLAR hybrid diedel-electric propulsion powertrain is shown in
image 1.1.
Figure 1.1: CATERPILLAR commercial hybrid diesel-electric propulsion powerplant.
1http://www.cat.com/en MX/news/engine-press-releases
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6Different types of vessels operate in various conditions. For example, marine power-
plants in cargo vessels usually operate in steady state sea going condition. Thus, some
ship types operate in coastal areas and within port range, such as passenger ships, yachts,
tugs, special purpose vessels, etc. The power units of these ships operate at various load
points, which may be out of their high performance range. Consequently, they maintain
a lower overall operational performance index.
The most aggressive operational circumstance of a diesel, in terms of exhaust emission
and fuel consumption, is the transient load operation. During load transients, all the
engine variables change continuously, deterring the engine from its equilibrium point.
During this phenomenon, the exhaust gas quality is drastically affected, mainly due to the
delayed response of the turbo-charger to provide the sufficient amount of air on time. As a
result of the lean combustion, λ value, which represents the air-to-fuel ratio in the cylinder
to stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio drops with a consequent rise of the pollutant emissions of
the engine. A hybrid diesel-electric configuration could be used so as to assist the engine
operation during transient loading conditions and enhance the total performance index of
the powerplant.
Literature Review
In such hybrid installations, the main area of interest is their control strategy, ie the
decision for the power split between the powertrain components as a function of many
variables. Usually, the engine control units contain a certain amount of single closed-
loops, with many look up tables in order to achieve closed-loop control of the multi-
parametric and strongly non-linear engine behavior [19, 24]. To maximize fuel economy,
control strategies are required to estimate the amount of energy to be produced. Power
management of hybrid powerplants decides how much power shall be produced by the
internal combustion engine and how much should be released by the electric motor so
as to achieve the total power demand at the driving shaft of the propeller. In [14] it is
shown how the use of multiple input- multiple output (MIMO) models in control procedure
can enhance the engine operation of marine diesel powerplants. A multivariable control
scheme is designed that reduces smoke generation on an marine diesel engine. Today,
a more sophisticated and complicated control method is needed. One that continuously
decides the operation point of the plant, while enforcing the operating constraints and
optimizing the energy consumption, in terms of fuel and electric energy consumption.
Model based control design can emphatically provide a solution, which is truly multi-
variable, more flexible and easier to adapt when engine configuration change [16]. Several
strategies for power management have been so far applied, including dynamic program-
ming (DP), stochastic dynamic programming (SDP), equivalent fuel consumption mini-
mization (ECMS) and model predictive control (MPC). Of the many advanced control
design methodologies, MPC is the most capable to handle multi-variable processes, satisfy
constraints, deal with long time delays and utilize plant response to measured and unmea-
sured disturbances knowledge [19]. MPC embodies both receding horizon optimization and
feedback adjustment. MPC has been used in a broad range of applications, such as diesel
engine control, [1, 15], catalyst control [16, 23], Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV) [24, 25],
Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV) [19,22,26], etc.
Thesis Structure
In this thesis, MPC configuration for the closed-loop control of the Hybrid-electric pow-
ertrain of Laboratory of Marine Engineering (LME) is investigated. Two control schemes
were followed: The closed-loop control behavior is based in tracking a reference λ trajec-
7tory - provided by look-up tables which utilize the engine measurements - under certain
constraints of the electric motor actuator, affecting indirectly the fuel injection in the
cylinders of the diesel engines. It has to be noted that the fueling system of the diesel
engine is controlled by the engine electronic control unit separately.
λ value control is an alternative solution of emission quality control for two main
reasons:
• The behavior of lambda dynamics can be relatively easy to be modeled and provides
better information about the diesel engine performance [13] and
• emission content can be expressed as a function of λ, as shown in Fig. 1.2 [20]. λ was
proven suitable for indicating nitrogen oxides (NOx) and Particulate Matter (PM)
formation.
Figure 1.2: Emissions content as a function of λ. From [20]
.
In certain cases MPC has to handle output constrains on parameters like NOx emissions
and fuel oil consumption in his optimization procedure. These are modeled as a function
of λ and boost pressure values.
Finally, the λ reference is removed and MPC has to decide the power split in cosed-loop
operation only under output constraints and access the operating of the plant without any
reference trajectory to track.
MPC is capable of making a self-assessment of its performance, as a matter of a cost
function optimization, which not only ensures the proper operation of the powerplant, but
also succeeds the optimal use of the electric power consumption, which leads to a total
enhancement of the performance index of the whole installation.
The structure of the thesis is as follows: in chapter 2 the experimental facility is pre-
sented, along with the installed engine sensors and the data acquisition system. chapter 3
describes the identification process; the derivation of models which describe the behavior
of the powertain, based on experimental data. In chapter 4 the theoretical backround
of model predictive controller is presented, while chapter 5 is dedicated to controller de-
sign and closed-loop performance verification. The experimental results are presented in
chapter 6. Finally, the conclusions of this work are presented in chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Experimental Facility
The HIPPO-1 hybrid diesel-electric power plant consists of a internal combustion engine
(ICE) in parallel connection to an electric motor (EM). In this configuration the rotational
speed of the ICE and the EM are identical and the supplied torques add together to
maintain the total torque demand applied by a hydrodynamic water brake (WB). In
Fig. 2.1 and 2.2 the experimental hybrib powertrain of LME is presented, along with a
schematic representation in AUTOCAD.
Figure 2.1: The HIPPO-1 hybrid diesel-electric testbed of LME.
2.1 Mechanical Componets
The ICE is a turbocharged CATERPILLAR 6-cylinder 10.3-liter 4-stroke marine diesel
engine, model 3671B, producing 425 kW at 2300 rpm. According to the speed reference
and the deviation of the speed measurement, the electronic control unit (ECU) of the ICE
controls the fuel injection in the cylinders in closed loop control, using controller in the
form of look-up tables. The installed sensors in the diesel engine are presented in Fig. 2.3
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Figure 2.2: The HIPPO-1 hybrid diesel-electric testbed of LME. Between the internal
combustion engine (right) and the electric motor (left) stands the water brake next to its
controller board
Figure 2.3: The HIPPO-1 diesel engined installed sensors.
The EM is a standard AC asychronous-induction 3-phase motor, with a rated power
of 112 kW, type IE1-K21R 315 S4, manufactured by VEM. The electric torque output is
regulated by a frequency inverter (Fr Inv) under closed loop control. The board of the
frequency inverter is shown in picture 2.4.
The water brake of HIPPO-1 installation is manufactured by AVL Zoellner Gmbh,
type 9n 38F, with 1200 kW load capacity, operating up to 4000 rpm. The water brake
consists of two parts, the stator and the rotor, which is driven by the engine shaft. Between
the two WB parts, the water level is regulated in order to produce the requested torque
demand. The WB is controlled by a H∞ controller designed at LME1.
1C. Gkerekos. 2015. Experimental Modeling and Robust Controller Design for the Transient Loading
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Figure 2.4: The EM frequency Inverter of HIPPO-1 EM at LME.
2.2 Sensors and Data Acquisition System
The installed sensors in the diesel engine are presented in Fig. 2.3. The NOx and λ values
are provided by a SmartNOx sensor in the manifold downstream of the turbocharger
(TC), manufactured by NGK. Exhaust gas opacity is measured by a AVL 439 opacimeter
in the exhaust duct of the CAT engine. Fuel mass flow measurements are provided by
two ABB Coriolis flow-meters, one at supply and one at return fuel lines. TC speed and
intake manifold pressured are also measured.
The platform for the Data Acquisition and control of the powertrain is based on the
dSpace DS1103 (Fig. 2.6) controller board, with rapid control prototyping capability,
programmed under the MATLAB/Simulink environment.
A picture of the powertrain monitoring screen in the control room (Fig. 2.5) at LME
is shown in Fig. 2.7, where all the utilities of the monitoring and the control board are
presented.
of a Marine Diesel Engine. Diploma Thesis
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Figure 2.5: The engine control room. WB control board in front and the monitoring
system of the hybrid plant on the right. Behind the safety glass, HIPPO-1 powertrain can
be distinguished
Figure 2.6: The HIPPO-1 dSpace monitoring and control board.
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Figure 2.7: The HIPPO-1 monitoring and control screen.
Chapter 3
Modeling
3.1 Introduction
The main aim of the modeling procedure is two sided: to construct a mathematical de-
scription of the hybrid power plant behavior in such a way that the extracted models can
be used in controller design and also develop a reliable simulation procedure, covering a
wider operational range of the plant, in order to evaluate the controllers’ design.
As the controller in use is a linear linear one, the modeling procedure was divided into
two parts. The aim of part I is to find linear models using datasets with experimental
data at the nominal operation point of the hybrid powertrain and investigate the adoption
of different signals considered as system disturbances, as the controller is capable to cope
with multi-variable systems. Part II aims to the development of a non-linear (nl) model
which can describe the hybrid powertrain behavior over a wider range of operation in order
to evaluate through simulation the performance of different closed-loop control scenarios.
Finally, a output feedback manipulation is suggested in order to enable a better pre-
diction of the future model outputs.
The signal variables abbreviations are presented in Fig. 3.1 in tabular form.
Figure 3.1: Signal Abbreviations
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3.2 Models used in Identification Process
Multiple kinds of models can describe the behavior of a plant. The main types of models
which were used in this work are discrete time models time-invariant as follows [2]
• Linear State Space models (ss).
• Linear AutoRegressive models with eXogenous input (ARX).
• Non-linear AutoreGressive models with eXogenous input (NARX).
Linear State-Space Models
The most general state-space representation of a linear system with p inputs, q outputs
and n state variables can be written in the following form
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k)
y(k) = Cx(k) +Du(k) (3.1)
where
• x(·) - State vector.
• y(·) - Output vector.
• u(·) - Input vector.
• A(·) - State n× n matrix.
• B(·) - Input n× p matrix.
• C(·) - Output q × n matrix.
• D(·) - Feedthrough q×pmatrix, which is zero in systems without a direct feedthrough.
Linear Autoregressive Model with Exogenous Input
An ARX model is a linear autoregressive model which additionally has exogenous inputs.
This means that the model relates the current value of a time series in a way so that it is
possible to
• explain or predict past values of the same series
• explain or predict current and past values of the driving (exogenous) series
In addition, the model contains an error term which relates to the fact that knowledge
of the other terms will not allow the current value of the time series to be predicted exactly.
For a SISO system, the ARX model structure is
y(k) + a1y(k − 1) + ...+ anay(k − na) = b1u(k − nk)+
+ ...+ bnbu(k − nb − nk + 1) + e(k) (3.2)
where
• y(k) - Output at time t.
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• na - Number of Poles.
• nb - Number of zeros plus 1.
• nk - Number of input samples that occur before the input affects the output, also
called the dead time in the system.
• y(k − 1), ..., y(k − na) - Previous outputs on which the current output depends.
• u(k− nk), ..., u(k− nb − nk + 1) - Previous and delayed inputs on which the current
output depends.
• e(k) - White-noise disturbance value.
The above consideration can be easily extended for MIMO systems.
Non-Linear Autoregressive Model with Exogenous Input
A NARX model is a non-linear autoregressive model which has exogenous inputs.
Such a model can be stated algebraically as
y(k) = F (y(k − 1), y(k − 2), y(k − 3), . . . ,
u(k − nk), u(k − nk − 1), u(k − nk − 2), u(k − nk − 3), . . .) + e(k) (3.3)
The function F is some nonlinear function, such as a sigmoid network, as used in this
work [3]. The sigmoid network function is based on the following expansion
F (x) = (x− r)PL+ a1f((x− r)Qb1 + c1)+
+ . . .+ anf((x− r)Qbn + cn) + d
where f is the sigmoid function, given by the following equation
f(z) =
1
e−z + 1
where P and Q are m× p and m× q projection matrices. The projection matrices P and
Q are determined by principal component analysis of estimation data. If the components
of x in the estimation data are linearly dependent, then p < m. The number of columns of
Q, q, corresponds to the number of components of x used in the sigmoid function. When
used in a NARX model, the size of the non-linear regressors property of the object is equal
to q . Moreover,
• r - 1 × m vector and represents the mean value of the regressor vector computed
from estimation data.
• d, a, and c - Scalars.
• L - p× 1 vector.
• b - q × 1 vectors.
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3.3 Identification Methods
In this section the identification methods that were used during the identification process
of the models describing the hybrid plant are presented. The ARX models parameters
estimation was done with the Linear Least Squares Method , while for the State Space
models, Numerical algorithm for Subspace State Space System IDentification (N4SID) was
used [3].
Least Squares Method
Assume that θ = [a(1) . . . a(na) b(1) . . . b(nb)] and φ(t) = [−y(t − 1) . . . − y(t −
na) u(t−nk) . . . u(t−nk−nb+1)] are the vectors with the parametrs of the ARX model
and the input-output pairs respectively. Also suppose that the parameters of θ vector are
unknown, but the inputs and outputs over a time interval 1 ≤ t ≤ N are recorded.
ZN = [u(1), y(1) . . . u(N), y(N)] (3.4)
The least squares method selects θ so as to fit the calculates values yˆ(t|θ) = φT (t)θ to
the measured outputs so as
min
θ
VN (θ, Z
N ) (3.5)
where
VN (θ, Z
N ) =
1
N
N∑
t=1
(y(t)− yˆ(t|θ))2 = 1
N
N∑
t=1
(y(t)− φT (t)θ)2 (3.6)
The value of θ that minimizes Eq. 3.5 is denoted as
θˆN = arg min
θ
VN (θ, Z
N ) (3.7)
Since VN is quadratic in θ, the minimum value can be found by setting the derivative
to zero
0 =
d
dθ
VN (θ, Z
N ) =
2
N
N∑
t=1
(φ(t)y(t)− φT (t)θ)
which gives
N∑
t=1
φ(t)y(t) =
N∑
t=1
φ(t)φT (t)θ (3.8)
or
θˆN =
[
N∑
t=1
φ(t)φT (t)
]−1 N∑
t=1
φ(t)y(t) (3.9)
N4SID Algorithm
N4SID is an algorithm for solving the subspace identification problem [5]. Details from
that source are provided below. Linear subspace identification methods are concerned
with systems and models of the form
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xk+1 = Axk +Buk + wk
yk = Cxk +Duk + vk (3.10)
with
E
[(
wp
vp
)(
wTq v
T
q
)]
=
(
Q S
ST R
)
δpq ≥ 0. (3.11)
The vectors uk ∈ Rm×1 and yk ∈ Rl×1 are the measurements at time instant k of the m
inputs and l outputs of the process, whereas E shows the expectation. The vector xk is the
state of the process at discrete instant k, vk ∈ Rl×1 and wk ∈ Rn×1 are unobserved vector
signals, vk is called measurement noise and wk process noise accordingly. It is assumed
that they are zero mean, stationary white noise vector sequences and uncorrelated with
the inputs uk. A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×m, C ∈ Rl×n, D ∈ Rl×m are the matrices as described
above, while Q ∈ Rn×n, S ∈ Rn×l and R ∈ Rl×l are the covariance matrices of the noise
vectors wk and vk.
In subspace identification it is typically assumed that the number of available data
points goes to infinity and that the data is ergodic1. It is assumed a large number of
measurements of the input uk and the output yk generated by the unknown system the
task is to determine the order n of the unknown system, the system matrices A, B, C, D
up to within a similarity tranformation and an estimate of the matrices Q, S, R.
Subspace identification algorithms always consist of two steps. The first step makes
a projection of certain subspaces generated from the data, to find an estimate of the
extended observability matrix and/or an estimate of the states of the unknown system.
The second step then retrieves the system matrices from either this extended observability
matrix or the estimated states.
The following input-output matrix equation, played a very important role in the de-
velopment of subspace identification, as described also in Appendix A, Eq. (A.1):
Yf = ΓiXi +H
d
iMf +Nf (3.12)
Also it is denoted that
Up
def
= U0|i−1, Uf
def
= Ui|2i−1, Yp
def
= Y0|i−1, Yf
def
= Yi|2i−1
where the subscript p and f denote the past and the future respectively. The matrix
containing the inputs Up and the outputs Yp is noted
Wp
def
=
(
Yp
Up
)
The block Hankel matrix (Eq. (A.5) and (A.6)) formed with the process noise wk and
the measurement noise vk are defined, respectively, as M0|i−1 and N0|i−1 in the same way.
Once again, short hand notation is defines
Mp
def
= M0|i−1, Mf
def
= Mi|2i−1, Np
def
= N0|i−1, Nf
def
= Ni|2i−1
Finally the state sequence Xi is denoted as
Xi
def
=
(
xi xi+1 xi+2 . . . xi+j−1
)
(3.13)
1a stochastic process is said to be ergodic if its statistical properties can be deduced from a single,
sufficiently long, random sample of the process. The reasoning is that any collection of random samples
from a process must represent the average statistical properties of the entire process.
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In the following, the matrices A ∈ Rp×j and B ∈ Rq×j will be used.
The orthogonal projection of the row space of A into the row space ob B is denoted by
A/B and defined as AB†B, where † denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse.
A/B⊥ is the projection of the row space of A into B⊥, the orthogonal complement of
the row space of B, for which A/B⊥ = A−A/B.
The first step of the subspace algorithms performs weighted projection of the row space
of the previously defined data Hankel matrices. From this projection, the observability
matrix Γi and/or an estimate Xi of the sequence Xi can be retrived. In the second step,
the system matrices A, B, C, D and Q, S, R are determined.
The subspace methods start from the previously presented matrix input-output Eq.
(3.12). It states that the block Hankel matrix containing the future outputs Yf is related in
a linear way to the future input block Hankel matrix Uf and the future state sequence Xi.
The basic idea of subspace identification now is to recover the ΓiXi-term of this equation.
This is a particularly interesting term since either the knowledge of Γi or Xi leads to the
system parameters. Moreover ΓiXi is a rank deficient term (of rank n, i.e. the system
order) which means that once ΓiXi is known, Γi, Xi and the order n can be simply found
from a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). SVD procedure is described in Appendix A
3.4 Design Procedure of the Identification Datasets
An internal combustion engine can be considered as a MIMO system. The main control
object in this Thesis is the λ value, so λ is the most important system output. At the
same time, emissions and fuel consumption are also significant system outputs, but their
behavior is affected by λ variation.
For the design of the identification experiment, the parameters that individually affect
the λ value and that are independent from each other have been considered, in order
to find the exact relation between each parameter and the λ value during the modeling
procedure. Eventually three experiments were designed and performed, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.2: each time changing the torque load (T load), the engine speed (SE) or the
electric motor’s frequency inverter command (FrInvCmd). For every parameter a Pseudo-
Random Binary Sequence (PRBS) signal of proper bias and amplitude, according to the
expected loading conditions of the hybrid power plant during open-loop experiments. Data
from each experiment was splitted for the identification and validation process, as shown
in Fig. 3.2.
The Identification data were merged in order to find the model with the best average
fit on the three data series shown in Fig. 3.2.
Multiple kinds of models were identified, as described in Fig.3.3 according to their
Input-Output attributes [4].
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Figure 3.2: Identification and Design Process
.
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Figure 3.3: Groups of the identified models
3.5 Control-Oriented Modeling
In this section the procedure of extracting and validating the models, as these will be used
for the Controller Design procedure is described. Taking into account that a the controller
needs a linear internal model and considering the availability and the relative timing
advance of each measurement needed, Model Identification Toolbox [2] was deployed.
For the linear model identification, method N4SID was prefered over Prediction Error
Method (PEM) [2] in order to extract properties from the data linear models for multi-
variable systems, as it gives models with better fit to the validation data. Emphasis
was given on low-order models which, in combination with input signals, give a good
description of the oscillating dynamics of the engine.
3.5.1 Linear λ Output Model
SISO linear model
This SISO model Group 1 (m1XX) with input the FrInvCmd and output the λ change,
as described by Eq. (3.14), has been identified using PEM algorithm by LME [13] as the
best fit to FrInvCmd change data. SISO models are mainly being used at the design of
controllers which cannot manage multiple-variable systems. Model m101, whose fitting
characteristics are presented in Fig. 3.4, is a high-order model, which was used for robust
controller design in previous work of LME. In this thesis, it is compared to the MISO and
MIMO models performance in Controller Design procedure.
λ = f(FrInvCmd) (3.14)
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Figure 3.4: Fit of model m101 to evaluation data
MISO linear model with SE and MAP as disturbance
Models of Group 2 (m2XX) are MISO models with λ output being a result of FrInvCmd,
MAP and SE change, as described be Eq. (3.15). MAP is used as disturbance input, as
an alternative to the T load signal, because in a production engine the torque applied is
not a common measurement in contrast to the boost pressure which is standard. With the
use of MISO model, a lower order model can be achieved, because the system dynamics
can be decomposed to a linear combination of the model input signals.
λ = f(FrInvCmd,MAP, SE) (3.15)
The fitting results of group 2 models (m2XX), are presented in Fig. 3.5, 3.6, 3.7. It
can be concluded that except from the very close description they give for FrInvCmd
change (Fig. 3.7), they can also describe the oscillating dynamics of λ value during step
loading (Fig. 3.5) and during engine speed change (Fig. 3.6).
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Figure 3.5: Fit of models m202 and m207 to Load Torque change evaluation data
Figure 3.6: Fit of models m202 and m207 to Engine Speed change evaluation data
MISO linear model with ∆Speed disturbance
The fuel injection of the ICE in the hybrid powertrain is independently controlled by the
ECU. The ECU uses the speed deviation from the speed reference, as described by Eq.
(3.16) in order to inject more or less fuel in the cylinders in order to maintain the engine
speed, accelerate or slow down, according to the speed reference (SERef ). So the dSE
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Figure 3.7: Fit of models m202 and m207 Frequency Inverter Command change evaluation
data
measurement could be a precursor of the λ value change, which could help a model based
controller predict a change in the output trajectory2 and act preventively.
dSE = SE − SERef (3.16)
Another advantage of the dSE measurement compared to MAP is that speed changes
directly as the load is imposed, in contrast with the boost pressure which changes almost
the same time with λ.
The models of group 3 (m3XX) have the structure described by Eq. (3.17). Due to
the non-linear relation between the dSE and λ value, model m301 was identified using SE
and FrInvCmd change identification data series, while model m303 was fitted to T load
and FrInvCmd change identification data. The fitting results of models m301 and m303
are presented in Fig: 3.8, 3.9, 3.10.
As shown in Fig. 3.8, 3.9, model m301 underestimates the λ value oscillation during
torque load change while model m303 overestimates the λ value oscillatory behavior during
changes in speed reference. The performance of these two models is to be further evaluated
during experimental application of the controllers which utilize these models.
λ = f(FrInvCmd, dSE) (3.17)
2trajectory here denotes the sequence of a signal, as this evolves in time.
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Figure 3.8: Fit of models m202 and m207 to Load Torque change evaluation data
Figure 3.9: Fit of models m202 and m207 to Engine Speed change evaluation data
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Figure 3.10: Fit of models m202 and m207 to Frequency Inverter Command change eval-
uation data
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3.5.2 Linear MAP Output Model
Except from the λ value, another meaningful ICE output is the intake pressure of the
ICE: it is essential to know what change of MAP will bring a deviation of engine speed
or FrInvCmd. Intake pressure is used by models of group 2 (m2XX) and also by ICE
emissions and fuel oil consumption models.
MAP linear model, as described by Eq. (3.18), was fitted to SE and FrInvCmd
change data. Its fitting is shown in Fig. 3.11 and 3.12.
MAP = f(FrInvCmd, SE) (3.18)
Figure 3.11: Fit of MAP model to Frequency Inverter Command change evaluation data
3.5.3 Diesel Engine Emission and Fuel Consumption Models
Engine emissions and consumption models were modeled at the operating regime SE =
1600 [RPM ]. Low-order NOx (NOx), Opacity (OPA) and Fuel Consumption (F.O.C)
models depending on the fundamental engine measurements (SE,MAP, λ) were extracted
from the available measured data.
Linear NOx Emissions Model
The lean-burning nature of diesel engines and the high temperatures and pressures of
the combustion process result in significant production of gaseous nitrogen oxides (NOx).
NOx formation is mainly depended on the cylinder’s combustion maximum pressure and
temperature, two measurements that are not available on HIPPO 1 testbed. As an alter-
native, ICE’s NOx emissions have been modeled using λ and MAP values, as described
by Eq. (3.19).
NOx = f(λ,MAP ) (3.19)
The fitting results of NOx model is presented in Fig. 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15. As it can be
seen, model mNOx is able to provide acceptable NOx emissions behavior.
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Figure 3.12: Fit of MAP model to Engine Speed change evaluation data
Figure 3.13: Fit of NOx model to Load Torque change evaluation data
ARX Model of Exhaust Opacity
The fine particulate matter (PM) in diesel exhaust (e.g., soot), which affect the exhaust
gases’ opacity, has traditionally been of greater concern. Diesel engines produce significant
amounts of particulate contaminants when running without enough oxygen, as required by
combustion. The amount of PM that is formed in the cylinder under the same conditions
is not standard. It depends on the amount of the oxygen in the cylinder, on the loading
profile of the engine and the in-cylinder temperature, where in high temperatures a amount
of PM is oxidized decreasing the emitted PM amount [7].
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Figure 3.14: Fit of NOx model to Engine Speed change evaluation data
Figure 3.15: Fit of NOx model Frequency Inverter Command change evaluation data
As the engine environment is strongly non-linear, in certain occasions, ARX models
describe better the dynamic behavior of the diesel engine compared to the classic linear
models [1]. For this reason ARX models may be preferred over the linear state space
models.
Exhaust gas opacity (OPA) was modeled as a MISO ARX model, as describen by Eq.
(3.20), using T load and FrInvCmd change identification data series. The fitting results
of OPA model (mOPA) are demonstrated in Fig. 3.16 and 3.17.
In general, the fit of the opacity model is acceptable. Both the initial ”spike” and the
steady state parts are captured.
OPA = f(λ,MAP ) (3.20)
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Figure 3.16: Fit of Opacity model to Load Torque change evaluation data
Figure 3.17: Fit of Opacity model Frequency Inverter Command change evaluation data
Linear Fuel Oil Consumption Model
Finally, the fuel oil consumption (FOC) was modeled according to engine speed and boost
pressure values, as shown in Eq. (3.21). FOC model (mCons) has an accurate fit to
evaluation data, as shown in Fig. 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20.
F.O.C. = f(MAP,SE) (3.21)
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Figure 3.18: Fit of FOC model to Load Torque change evaluation data
Figure 3.19: Fit of FOC model to Engine Speed change evaluation data
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Figure 3.20: Fit of NOx model Frequency Inverter Command change evaluation data
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3.5.4 Linear MIMO Engine Model
MPC can handle multi-variable systems. With the adoption of an appropriate process
model, engine operating scenario may include, beside optimal λ control, compliance with
environmental restrictions such as lower NOx emissions and limited hydrocarbons (HC)
imprint through reduced fuel oil consumption.
In order to combine MPC’s advanced features with operational needs of the hybrid
plant, a MIMO model was built, as descibed by Eq. (3.22), by combining models (3.17),
(3.19), (3.20), and (3.21).
λ
NOx
OPA
F.O.C.
 = f(FrInvCmd, dSE, SE,MAP, λ) (3.22)
The MIMO model (named m4XX) has the same fitting characteristics as each MISO
model separately. A snap shoot of the four outputs of the MIMO model, based on evalu-
ation data is being shown in Fig. 3.21.
Figure 3.21: Fitting of MIMO model Frequency Inverter Command change evaluation
data
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3.6 Simulation-Oriented Modeling
For models that are going to be used in simulation describing the engine behavior, non-
linear model identification was performed in order to cover a wider operating range of
the engine. Initially high-order ARX models were extracted from identification data with
Diesel Engine Torque (Tdiesel) and SE as inputs and λ and MAP as outputs, as shown
in Eq. (3.23). The ARX model with the best fit to the validation data was modified to a
non-linear ARX (NARX) model, using sigmoidnet as non-linear estimator and 10 terms
in the sigmoid expansion as non-linear options [2].[
λ
MAP
]
= fnl(Tdiesel, SE) (3.23)
The fitting of the nl engine model to the evaluation data is presented in Fig. 3.22, 3.23 and
3.24, while the model’s fitting to open loop experimental data is shown in Fig. 3.25 and
3.26. Results confirm that the above NARX model can be used for a wider operational
area of the ICE.
Figure 3.22: Fit of NARX engine model to Load Torque change evaluation data
Also a 1st order linear system (Eq. (3.24)) was identified in order to simulate the
Torque output of the Electric Motor (Tel) according to the FrInvCmd input. Electric
torque model according to FrInvCmd change fitting to evaluation data is presented in
Fig. 3.27.
Tel = f(FrInvCmd) (3.24)
The Total Torque Demand (T load) as imposed by the water brake dynamometer is
described by the following equation, which also determines the total power split between
the two components of the powertrain, namely the thermal engine and the electric motor
T load = Tdiesel + Tel (3.25)
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Figure 3.23: Fit of NARX engine model to Engine Speed change evaluation data
Figure 3.24: Fit of NARX engine model Frequency Inverter Command change evaluation
data
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Figure 3.25: Fit of NARX engine model to open-loop experimental data
Figure 3.26: Fit of NARX engine model to open-loop experimental data
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Figure 3.27: Fit of Electric Torque model Frequency Inverter Command change evaluation
data
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3.7 State Feedback Formulation
The models presented in section 3.5 are used for controller design, as internal models,
with the task to predict the output trajectories within the prediction horizon. In some
of these models, the input trajectories are not linearly independent from each other. The
FrInvCmd change of models (3.15) will result - besides λ value change - into a MAP
value change, which also affect the λ output value of the model. So (3.15) models need a
internal MAP model which feeds back its output value to the λ model, so that the future
λ value could be estimated more accurately. Also the MIMO model developed in the field
3.5.4, except from the MAP input which changes with FrInvCmd change, also uses the
λ output as input for the exhaust emissions estimation.
A state feedback signal structure assumes that a system output value is treated also
as input for the system, as shown in Fig. 3.28 and described by Eq. (3.26)-(3.31). The
need of the state feedback manipulation is shown in Fig. 3.29, which shows the controller
efficiency, with model m202 as internal model, with and without the use of state feedback.
xi(t+ 1) = Aixi(t) +Biui(t),
yi(t) = Cixi(t), (3.26)
and
xj(t+ 1) = Ajxj(t) +Bjuj(t), (3.27)
yj(t) = Cjxj(t), (3.28)
but
uj(t) =
{
yi(t) vj(t)
}
, (3.29)
vj :external Inputs/Disturbances
xj(t+ 1) =
[
Aj
BjCi
]
xj(t) +Bjvj(t) (3.30)
yj(t) = Cjxj(t), (3.31)
Figure 3.28: State Feedback Formulation
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Figure 3.29: Experimental evaluation of State Feedback formulation
3.8 Analysis of Control-Oriented Models
This section is presents the spectral characteristics of the models that have been identified
in section 3.5 with the State Feedback manipulation. The evaluation of the models has
also been conducted, apart from the fitting results, on the time and frequency domain, as
recomended by [3].
At first, mMAP model, wich feeds back the MAP change where needed, is presented
in Fig. 3.30 and 3.31. The step and frequency response characteristics of the MISO
models, as well as their poles-zeros maps are presented in Fig. 3.32, 3.33 and 3.34. Similar
information is provided for the MIMO linear engine model of Eq. (3.22) in Fig. 3.35, 3.36
and 3.37.
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Figure 3.30: Step Response plots and Bode diagrams of model mMAP
Figure 3.31: Poles-Zeros Map of model mMAP
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Chapter 4
MPC Theory
4.1 MPC Problem Set-Up
4.1.1 Concept
Model Predictive Controller is a model-based controller which tries to compute the optimal
sequence of the control moves in order to succeed the optimal control performance of a
plant over a finite prediction horizon. As MPC can predict the future behavior of a system
and plan an optimal control strategy, at the same time it can be aware of the limits and the
constraints of the plant, hence reacting very differently to a disturbance which pushes the
output towards the constraint compared to what it would do in response to a disturbance
which pushes he plant away from it. Consequently, it is possible by adopting MPC strategy
to operate a plant very close to its limits [8].
The basic idea of MPC regarding a SISO plant is presented in Fig. 4.1 [1].
Figure 4.1: Concept of Model Predictive Controller, from [1]
The current time interval is labeled as k. At the current time the measured plant
output is y(k); the previous history of the output trajectory is also shown. By s(k) the
set-point trajectory is denoted, which should ideally be followed by the output. The
46
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reference trajectory r defines the ideal trajectory that the output should follow in order to
return to the set-point trajectory. This reference trajectory is a function of the controller
tuning parameters. The current error value is defined as e(k) = s(k)− y(k) and is formed
over the prediction horizon Hp as
e(k + i|k) = s(k)− yˆ(k + i|k), i = 1 : Hp (4.1)
The notation (k + i|k) indicates that the future value of a signal is depended on the
conditions at time k. The trajectory yˆ(k + i|k) is the controller prediction of the output
value according to its internal model responding to the future sequence of the inputs
uˆ(k + i|k), i = 1 : Hu of the controller, where Hu ≤ Hp is the control horizon and defines
the acceptable control moves within the prediction horizon. The indication uˆ means that
the estimated value of u(k + i|k) may be different from the actual input value u(k + i)
that will be applied at time interval k + i.
The concept of the MPC is to find the most promising control strategy of the input
trajectory, that fits as well as possible the output trajectory to its reference, according to
the conditions at time k.
Once the optimal input trajectory has been selected, the first control move u(k) =
u(k|k) is applied to the plant, until the new measurement y(k+i) of the output is available
in order to devise the new optimal control strategy at time (k + 1) over the new horizon
i = 2 : (Hp + 1). This strategy, where the Hp-length horizon slides by one sample interval
at each step, is called receding horizon strategy [8]. If we suppose that, according to the
internal model of MPC, the free response of the system is yˆf (k + i|k) and Su is the step
input response of the system, then the estimation of the future output trajectory values
at the end of prediction horizon can be expressed as
yˆ(k +Hp|k) = yˆf (k +Hp|k) +
Hu∑
i=0
Su∆uˆ(k + i|k) (4.2)
4.1.2 Definition of the Cost Function
The solution of finding the optimal sequence control moves is not explicitly known, as it
is almost impossible for the output trajectory to coincide at each point of the reference
trajectory within the prediction horizon. MPC tries to minimize a cost function (Eq.
(4.3)); the solution this determines the behavior and performance of the controller.
J(zk) =
ny∑
j=1
p∑
i=1
{
wyi,j
syj
[rj(k + i|k)− yˆj(k + i|k)]
}2
+
+
nu∑
j=1
p−1∑
i=0
{
wui,j
suj
[uj(k + i|k)− uj,target(k + i|k)]
}2
+
+
nu∑
j=1
p−1∑
i=0
{
w∆ui,j
suj
[uj(k + i|k)− uj(k + i− 1|k)]
}2
+
+ ρε
2
k (4.3)
where
• zk - Optimization process decision, given by
zTk =
[
u(k|k)T u(k + 1|k)T ... u(k + p− 1|k)T k
]
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.
• k - Current control interval.
• p - Number of prediction intervals.
• rj(k + i|k) - Reference value for jth output at ith prediction horizon step.
• yˆj(k + i|k) - Predicted value of jth output at ith prediction horizon step.
• uj(k + i|k) - The control command of the jth system input at (k + i)th control
interval, given by zk function.
• uj,target(k + i|k) - Target value for jth manipulated variable at (k + i)th control
interval, given by zk function.
• wki,j - Tuning weight of jth variable of the kth controller item at ith prediction
horizon step.
• skj - Scale factor for jth variable of the kth controller item of the system, in engi-
neering units.
• εk - Slack variable at control interval k.
• ρ - Constraint violation penalty weight.
4.1.3 Constraints
Certain constraints are not defined explicitly, but instead are implied. For example if
Hu < Hp then certain control moves are constrained to zero. Explicit constraints are
defined as described below
yj,min(i)
syj
− kV yj,min ≤
yj(k + i|k)
syj
≤ yj,max(i)
syj
+ kV
y
j,max, i = i : p, j = 1 : ny (4.4)
uj,min(i)
suj
− kV uj,min ≤
uj(k + i|k)
suj
≤ uj,max(i)
suj
+ kV
u
j,max, i = i : p, j = 1 : nu (4.5)
∆uj,min(i)
suj
− kV ∆uj,min ≤
∆uj(k + i|k)
suj
≤ ∆uj,max(i)
suj
+ kV
∆u
j,max, i = i : p, j = 1 : nu
(4.6)
where
• yj,min(i), yj,max(i) - Lower and upper bounds for jth plant output at ith prediction
horizon step.
• uj,min(i), uj,max(i) - Lower and upper bounds for jth plant input at ith prediction
horizon step.
• ∆uj,min(i),∆uj,max(i) - Lower and upper bounds for jth plant input increment at
ith prediction horizon step.
• k - Scalar QP slack variable1 used for constraint softening.
• V kj,min, V kj,max - Dimensionless controller constants (ECR values) used for constraint
softening and expresses the softened limits of the specific system’s variable.
1slack variable is a variable that is added to an inequality constraint to transform it to an equality. In-
troducing a slack variable replaces an inequality constraint with an equality constraint and a nonnegativity
constraint
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Figure 4.2: MPC state vectors representation, from [9]
4.2 State Estimation
At each control interval, MPC controller uses its current state xc as initial basis for pre-
dictions [9].
xTc (k) =
[
xTp (k) x
T
id(k) x
T
od(k) x
T
n (k)
]
(4.7)
where
• xc - the controller state, comprising nxp + nid + nod + nxn state variables
• xp - the state vector of the plant, of length nxp
• xid - the state vector of the input disturbance, of length nxid
• xod - the state vector of the output disturbance, of length nxod
• xn - the state vector of the noise model, of length nxn
The state vectors are shown in Fig. 4.2, from [9]. The controller updates its state using
the latest plant measurements.
State Observer
The state observer is generated by a combination of models, as shown in Fig. 4.2
xc(k + 1) = Axc(k) +Buo(k)
y(k) = Cxc(k) +Duo(k) (4.8)
The state observer estimates the values of unmeasured states and predict how the proposed
sequence of the MV changes will affect future plant output values.
The input signals of the observer is the dimensionless vector with plant manipulated
and measured disturbance inputs and the white noise inputs to the disturbance and noise
models.
uTo (k) =
[
uT (k) vT (k) wTid(k) w
T
od(k) w
T
n (k)
]
(4.9)
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The disturbance and noise models are zero mean value Gaussian white noise.
The observer outputs are the ny dimensionless plant outputs.
The parameters of the observer defining the models shown in Fig. 4.2 are
A =

Ap BpdCid 0 0
0 Aid 0 0
0 0 Aod 0
0 0 0 An
 , B =

Bpu Bpv BpdDid 0 0
0 0 Bid 0 0
0 0 0 Bod 0
0 0 0 0 Bn
 ,
C =
[
Cp DpdCid Cod
[
Cn
0
]]
, D =
[
0 Dpv DpdDid Dod
[
Dn
0
]]
(4.10)
State Estimation
MPC uses a steady state Kalman filter that yields from the state observer. At the be-
ginning of the kth control interval the controller state is estimated with the following
steps
1. obtain the following data and scale plant input and output signals in order top be
used dimensionless in calculations
• xc(k|k − 1) - Controller state estimate from previous control interval, k − 1.
• uact(k − 1) - The actually used MV in the plant from k − 1 to k.
• uopt(k− 1) - The optimal MV recomended by MPC and supposed to have been
used in the plant from k − 1 to k.
• v(k) - Current measured disturbances.
• ym(k) - Current measured outputs of the plant.
• Bu, Bv - Columns of observer parameter B corresponding to uk and vk inputs
of the plant.
• Cm - Rows of observer parameter C corresponding to measured outputs of the
plant.
• Dm - Rows and columns of observer parameter D corresponding to measured
outputs and measured disturbance inputs of the plant.
• L,M - Constant Kalman gain matrices, as defined in the next field.
2. revise xc(k|k − 1) when uact(k − 1) 6= uopt(k − 1) as follows
xrevc (k|k − 1) = xc(k|k − 1) +Bu[uact(k − 1)− uopt(k − 1)] (4.11)
3. compute the innovation
e(k) = ym(k)− [Cmxrevc (k|k − 1) +Dmvv(k)] (4.12)
4. Update the controller state estimate to account for the latest measurements
xc(k|k) = xrevc (k|k − 1) +Me(k)] (4.13)
The current state estimete xc(k|k) is used to solve the QP problem at control interval k.
The optimal V move uopt(k) is to be used in the plant between k and k + 1.
Finally, the controller prepares for the next control interval, assuming that the un-
known inputs wid(k), wod(k), wn(k) have zero mean value between k and k + 1. The
impact of the known inputs and the innovation is predicted as follows
xc(k + 1|k) = Axrevc (k|k − 1) +Buuopt(k) +Bvv(k) + Le(k) (4.14)
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Steady-State Kalman Gains Calculation
MPC uses the L and M Kalman estimator gains, assuming that state observer parametrs
are time-invariant, the controller states xc are detectable, stohastic inputs wid(k), wod(k), wn(k)
are independent white noise of zero mean and identity covariance. Additionally, white
noise wu(k) and wv(k) is added to the dimensionless u(k) and v(k) inputs respectively.
Without loss of generality, the u(k) and v(k) inputs are set zero. So the effect of the
stohastic inputs to the controller states and measured plant outputs is
xc(k + 1) = Axc(k) +Bw(k)
ym(k) = Cmxc(k) +Dmw(k) (4.15)
where
wT (k) =
[
wTu (k) w
T
v (k) w
T
id(k) w
T
od(k) w
T
n (k)
]
(4.16)
Inputs to the Kalman estimator are the state observer matrices A, Cm, as well as the
following covariance matrices
Q = E
{
BwwTBT
}
= BBT (4.17)
R = E
{
Dmww
TDTm
}
= DmD
T
m (4.18)
N = E
{
BwwTDTm
}
= BDTm (4.19)
where E {. . .} denotes the expectation.
Output Variable Prediction
The key application of the state observer is the prediction of noise-free future plant outputs
that are required by the MPC to be used in the optimization process.
At kth control interval, the required data is the following
• p ≥ 1 - prediction horizon
• xc(k|k) - Controller state estimates
• v(k + i|k) = v(k) - Current and future measured disturbances inputs, where i = 1 :
(p− 1)
• A, Bu, Bv, C, Dv - tate observer constants, where Bu, Bv and Dv are the columns
of B and D matrices of the inputs u and v.
The expectation of the unknown white noise is assumed to be zero, as well as the plant
outputs to be noise free. As a result, all terms describing the measurement noise are
not included in the state observer equations. This is equivalent to zeroing the last n × n
elements of xc(k|k). State observer predicts for the first step
xc(k + 1|k) = Axc(k|k) +Buu(k|k) +Bvv(k) (4.20)
Generalising for the rest steps i = 2 : p
xc(k + i|k) = Axc(k + i− 1|k) +Buu(k + i− 1|k) +Bvv(k + i− 1|k) (4.21)
The predicted noise-free plant outputs at any step i = 1 : p are
xc(k + i|k) = Axc(k + i|k) +Dvv(k + i|k) (4.22)
For faster computations, the MPC controller uses an alternative form of the above
equations, which are described in the following section.
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4.3 Solution of the Optimization Problem
MPC solves at each control interval an optimization problem, with the use of quadratic
programming (QP). QP solver determines the MV moves over the control horizon. From
the QP decision, only the first move is applied until the next control interval. The QP
problem deals with the following issues
• the cost function, which is a scalar non-negative measurement of controller perfor-
mance to be minimized,
• constraints, which are the operational conditions of the plant that the solution must
satisfy, such as te physical bounds of MV and the plant output variables.
Finally, the decision of QP solver includes the MV adjustments that minimize the cost
function over the prediction horizon and, at the same time, satisfy the constraints.
4.3.1 QP Matrices
Prediction
The prediction model has the following form, assuming that there is a unit white Gaussian
noise as input disturbance, such that d(k) = nd(k). Then the problem is denoted as follows
x←
[
x
xd
]
, A←
[
A BdC¯
0 A¯
]
, Bu ←
[
Bu
0
]
, Bv ←
[
Bv
0
]
, Bd ←
[
BdD¯
B¯
]
, C ← [C DdC]
Then the prediction model is
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Buu(k) +Bvv(k) +Bdnd(k)
y(k) = Cx(k) +Dvv(k) +Ddnd(k)
Next, the problem of predicting the future trajectories of the model performed at time
k=0 is being considered. Setting nd(i) = 0 for all prediction instants, it is obtained
y(i|0) = C
[
Aix(0) +
i−1∑
h=0
Ai−1
(
Bu
(
u(−1) +
h∑
j=0
∆u(j)
)
+Bvv(h)
)]
+Dvv(i)
This equation gives the solutiony(1)...
y(p)
 = Sxx(0) + Su1u(−1) + Su
 ∆u(0)...
∆u(p− 1)
+Hv
v(0)...
v(p)

where
Sx =

CA
CA2
...
CAp
 ∈ Rpny×nx , Su1 =

CBu
CBu + CABu
...
p−1∑
h=0
CAhBu
 ∈ Rpny×nu
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Su =

CBu 0 . . . 0
CBu + CABu CBu . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
p−1∑
h=0
CAhBu
p−2∑
h=0
CAhBu . . . CBu
 ∈ Rpny×pnu
Hv =

CBv Dv 0 . . . 0
CABv CBv Dv . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
CAp−1Bv CAp−2Bv CAp−3Bv . . . Dv
 ∈ Rpny×(p+1)nv
Now the optimization variables will be denoted. Let m be the number of free control
moves, then  ∆u(0)...
∆u(p− 1)
 = JM
 z0...
zm−1)
 = JMz
where the p×m table JM depends on the choice of blocking moves. Together with the slack
variable ε, vectors z0, ..., zm−1 constitute the free optimization variables of the optimization
problem. In this work, where only one MV exists, z0, ..., zm−1 are scalars.
Cost function
The function to be optimized is
J(z, ε) =
 u(0)...
u(p− 1)

T
W 2u
 u(0)...
u(p− 1)
+
 ∆u(0)...
∆u(p− 1)

T
W 2∆u
 ∆u(0)...
∆u(p− 1)
+
+

yˆ(1)...
yˆ(p)
−
r(1)...
r(p)


T
W 2y

yˆ(1)...
yˆ(p)
−
r(1)...
r(p)

+ ρεε2
where
Wu = wuI
p×nu
W∆u = w∆uI
p×nu
Wy = wyI
p×ny
Finally, after substituting u(k), ∆u(k), y(k), J(z, ε) can be rewritten as
J(z, ε) = ρεε
2 + zTK∆uz+
+2

r(1)...
r(p)

T
Kr +
v(0)...
v(p)

T
Kv + u(−1)TKu + x(0)TKx
 z+
+constant
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Constraints
In this fiels, the limits on inputs, input increments and outputs along with the constraint
ε ≥ 0 are being considered.

ymin(1)− εV ymin(1)
...
ymin(p)− εV ymin(p)
umin(0)− εV umin(0)
...
umin(p− 1)− εV umin(p− 1)
∆umin(0)− εV ∆umin(0)
...
∆umin(p− 1)− εV ∆umin(p− 1)

≤

y(1)
...
y(p)u(0)
...
u(p− 1)
∆u(0)
...
∆u(p− 1)

≤

ymax(1)− εV ymax(1)
...
ymax(p)− εV ymax(p)
umax(0)− εV umax(0)
...
umax(p− 1)− εV umax(p− 1)
∆umax(0)− εV ∆umax(0)
...
∆umax(p− 1)− εV ∆umax(p− 1)

and similar to what was done to the cost function, substituting u(k), ∆u(k), y(k), it is
obtained
Mzz +Mεε ≤Mlim +Mv
v(0)...
v(p)
+Muu(−1) +Mxx(0)
matrices Mz, Mε, Mlim, Mv, Mu, Mx are obtained from the upper and lower bounds
and ECR values.
4.3.2 QP Solver
Unconstrained Case
The optimal solution is explicitly computed by
z∗ = −K−1∆u

r(1)...
r(p)

T
Kr +
v(0)...
v(p)

T
Kv + u(−1)TKu + x(0)TKx

T
Constrained Case
The model predictive controller QP solver converts an MPC optimization problem to the
general QP form [9]
min
x
(
1
2
xœHx+ fœc)
such that
Ax ≤ b
where
• x is the solution vector.
• H is the Hessian matrix.
• A is a matrix of linear constraint coefficients.
• b and f are vectors.
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H and A matrices are constants. The controller computes these constant matrices during
initialization and retrieves them from computer memory when needed. It computes the
time-varying b and f vectors at the beginning of each control instant.
KWIK (Knows What it Knows) algorithm [11] is used to solve the QP problem, which
requires the Hessian to be positive definite. In the first control step, KWIK uses as
initial guess is the unconstrained solution. If x satisfies the constraints, it is the optimal
QP solution, x*, and the algorithm terminates. Otherwise at least one of the linear
inequality constraints must be satisfied as an equality. In this case, KWIK uses an efficient,
numerically robust strategy to determine the active constraint set satisfying the standard
optimization conditions.
A KWIK algorithm begins with an input set X and output set Y . The hypothesis class
H consists of aset of functions from X to Y : H ⊆ (X → Y ) [12]. The target function
h∗ ∈ H is unknown to the learner. The hypothesis class H and parameters ε and δ are
known to both the learner and environment. The environment selects a target function
h∗ ∈ H adversarially.
The agent then repeats the following
1. The environment selects an input x ∈ X adversarially and informs the learner
2. The learner predicts an output yˆ ∈ Y ∪ ⊥ where ⊥ means ”I don’t know”.
3. If yˆ 6= ⊥, it should be accurate: |yˆ − y| ≤ ε where y = h∗(x). Otherwise the entire
run is considered a failure. The probability of a failed run must be bounded by δ
4. If yˆ = ⊥, the learner makes an observation z ∈ Z of the output, where z = y in
the deterministic case, z = 1 with probability y and 0 with probability 1− y in the
Bernoulli case, or z = y + n for the zero-mean random variable n in the additive
noise case.
In the following control steps, the active constraint set determined at the previous control
step becomes the initial guess for the next.
Chapter 5
Controller Design
5.1 Controller Synthesis and Tuning
The aims of the Controller Design procedure are to ensure
• stability of the system,
• reference tracking of the control object (in this work’s case λ Value),
• disturbance rejection during loading, unloading or during the application of a con-
stand load on the diesel engine and
• that the system under closed loop control operation maintains performance within
the desired operational limits.
In this work Model Predictive Controller (MPC) was used, as it is capable of handling
complex systems with many parameters, such as the Hybrid Power Plant Installation of
LME. The use of multiple input models will help MPC to predict more accurately the
future values of the output trajectory.
The λ value is controlled by changing the FrInvCmd, so FrInvCmd is the only
Manipulated Variable (MV ). The other system inputs are treated as Measured Distur-
bances (MD) and are used so as to provide a better output trajectory prediction over the
prediction horizon (Np).
For the solution of the optimization problem, quadratic programming (QP) is used in
order to minimize the cost function (Eq. (4.3)) by computing the Nu optimal sequence of
the MV (FrInvCmd) moves over the Control Horizon (Nu) [9, 10]. The simplified cost
function which is used in this work is the following
J(zk) =
p∑
i=1
{
wλ
sλ
[
λRef (k)− λˆ(k + i|k)
] }2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Jy
+
p−1∑
i=0
{
wu
su
u(k + i|k)
}2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ju
+
+
p−1∑
i=0
{
w∆u
su
∆u(k + i|k)
}2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
J∆u
+ ρε
2
k︸ ︷︷ ︸
Jcst
, (5.1)
where
• zk - Optimization process decision, given by
zTk =
[
u(k|k)T u(k + 1|k)T ... u(k + p− 1|k)T k
]
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• k - Current control interval.
• p - Number of prediction intervals.
• λRef (k) - Reference value for λ value at current control interval.
• λˆ(k + i|k) - Predicted value of λ at ith prediction horizon step.
• u(k+ i|k) - Optimal FrInvCmd value predicted for (k+ i)th control interval, given
by zk function.
• ∆u = u(k+ i|k)−u(k+ i−1|k) - Move of the FrInvCmd value between the Horizon
intervals used for manipulated variable move suppression. As control horizon is
smaller than prediction horizon, ∆u is constrained to zero for certain steps in the
prediction horizon.
• wj - Tuning weight of jth variable of the controller
• sj - Scale factor for jth variable of the system, in engineering units.
• εk - Slack variable at control interval k.
• ρ - Constraint violation penalty weight.
The controller tuning parameters are selected so that the controller’s response has the
desirable characteristics. Sample time in the working platform of MATLAB was set to
0.1 sec. In general, the Prediction Horizon (Np) was selected about as 20% of the time
duration of the transient phenomenon and Control Horizon (Nu) was selected between
5 − 30 % of Np. Finally, the relative weighting between the reference tracking (wλ), the
command value (wu) and the rate of the command change (w∆u) was selected so that the
controller response is relative to the dynamics of the Electric Motor (Eq. (3.24)).
The problem is hard constrained by the physical limits of the electric motor system,
with the Electric Motor Torque Command constrained as follows
umin
su
≤ u(k + i|k)
su
≤ umax
su
, i = 0 : p− 1 (5.2)
Frequency Inverter Command must remain within [0, 0.1] [V ] The designed controllers and
their tuning parameters are illustrated in Fig. 5.1, in tabular form.
MPC 101
MPC 101 has the SISO model (m101) as internal model and was designed in order to
evaluate the advantage of measured disturbances against controllers based on SISO models.
MPC 101 computes the optimal MV change sequence, according to its internal model,
trying to cope with the control command’s consequence on λ value, without taking into
account plant’s disturbances as speed change, e.t.c, which could also influence the λ value
within the finite prediction horizon.
MPC 201
MPC 201 uses model m202 which handles SE and MAP inputs as MD and also uses the
State Feedback Formulation in order to predict the future MAP change according to the
control command.
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MPC 401
MPC 401 has m303 as internal model with dSE as MD signal. As speed changes imme-
diately with the load change, MPC 401 can predict the upcoming λ value change after
about 0.8 seconds; enough amount time to act preventively in a system with input and
output delays.
MPC 900, 901 and 902
In MPC 900, MPC 901 and MPC 902 scenario, NOx emissions and Fuel Oil Consump-
tion (FOC) are also taken into account and soft constraints are applied in order to cope
with environmental and operational limitations regarding these system outputs. When
exceeding these softened limits a cost is added to the cost function forcing the controller,
with the purpose if it is possible, to restore the system within the limits. Soft constraints’
penalty is described with ”Jcst” term of the cost function and is applied when
yNOx(k + i|k)
syNOx
≤ yNOx,max
syNOx
+ kVNOx,max, (5.3)
yFOC(k + i|k)
syFOC
≤ yFOC,max
syFOC
+ kVFOC,max, (5.4)
i = 1 : p
where
• yj,max - Upper bounds for jth plant output
• k - Scalar QP slack variable used for constraint softening.
• Vj,max - Dimensionless controller constants for jth plant output used for constraint
softening and expresses the softened limits of the specific system’s variable.
MPC 900 controls the λ value and also tries to cope with NOx and FOC upper
limits. In MPC 901 the ”Jy” term of the cost function becomes zero by setting wλ = 0,
so the controller acts only when NOx limit is exceeded or is predicted that the limit
will be exceeded. MPC 902 in addition to MPC 901 has limitation also for the FOC
value. When the output values are within the desired limits, setting wu > 0 forces the
controller to provide a zero command to the electric motor actuator as a result of the cost
optimization.
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5.2 Performance Evaluation of the Controllers
Figure 5.2: Simulation Set-up
Performance evaluation of the designed MPC controllers was firstly conducted through
step response simulation against each controller’s internal model, as shown in Fig. 5.3 ,in
order to fine tune its parameters and ensure the system stability. After that, the controllers
were evaluated through simulation using open-loop experimental data and the non-linear
diesel engine model (Eq. (3.23)), using also the electric motor system model (Eq. (3.24))
and the total power split relation (Eq. (3.25)). The Simulation set-up in the Simulink
platform is demonstrated in Fig. 5.2.
Figure 5.3: MPC 101 step response against its internal model
During simulation the controller’s performance was evaluated against tasks like refer-
ence tracking, disturbance rejection and keeping the system within desired limits, which
will also be applied in the real environment. The simulation results of MPC 201 are shown
in Fig. 5.4 , together with their cost function value over the prediction horizon at each
control interval. In Fig. 5.5 shows in detail the estimation of MPC 201 for the optimal
sequence of control command over the prediction horizon at each control interval ”k(t)”,
according to the output trajectory value estimation and the estimated control strategy.
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Figure 5.4: MPC 201 Simulation Results
Finally, the assessment of MPC 401 performance during simulation in relation to ex-
perimental results is shown in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: Detail of MPC 201 Simulation Cost and estimation of the Optimal Control
Command Sequence at each control interval point ”k(t)”
Figure 5.6: MPC 401 Simulation and Experiment comparison
Chapter 6
Experimental Results
Various experiments were conducted on the hybrid propulsion powertrain of LME, in order
to evaluate the performance of the various MPC controllers. Experimental procedure
included alternating loading and propeller loading. Total torque demand was initially set
at the nominal operation point of the MPC internal models, but alternating loading was
also tested at various load profiles of different bias and amplitude. The controller response
was evaluated against static and dynamic reference tracking and its efficiency in operating
the plant within the desired limits during closed loop control. Finally, torque demand and
engine speed was changing simultaneously, according to the propeller loading law.
The index of MPC experiments is demonstrated, in tabular form, in Fig. 6.1. The
most important experimental results, highlighted with light orange color, are demonstrated
comparatively to each other in the following fields.
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Figure 6.1: Index of MPC experiments
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6.1 Alternating Load
The first set of experiments resembles a generator on-board a ship, where the engine
operates at constant speed (1600 RPM) and with alternating load applied as step loading
with various load demands. In this case the controller receives a static lambda reference
value. Also the tracking of dynamic λ reference has been investigated. The dynamic
reference λ values are derived from static look-up tables (maps) that utilize the measured
intake manifold pressure and engine speed. These maps were created from experimental
data of the ICE, under a wide range of operation [13]. In Fig. 6.2 the set-up of the
MPC 401 case with dynamic reference is represented, which also shows an aspect of the
experimental set-up on HIPPO 1 test-bed.
Figure 6.2: Block diagram of MPC 401 experiment set-up.
6.1.1 λ Control with Static Reference
100-300 and 100-400 Nm Step Loading
In Fig. 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 is demonstrated the response of controllers MPC 101 and MPC
201 in relation to the conventional powertrain, re. without a hybrid setup. MPC 101
uses the SISO model in order to control λ value, while MPC 201 utilizes MAP and SE
in order to estimate output trajectory value over the finite prediction horizon and act
accordingly. As can be seen from Fig. 6.3, as soon as there is a rising edge in the applied
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total torque the lambda drops rapidly and an error is created between the measured and
reference lambda values. The controller is engaged and the EM produces torque which
is added to the torque produced by the ICE in order to meet the total torque demand.
MPC 101 engages the EM earlier than MPC 201, which leads to an overshoot of λ value
on higher load amplitude, in contrast to the MPC 201, in which the modeled dynamics of
the λ transient behavior lead to a smoother output profile.
In Fig. 6.4 the electric torque that is produced by the EM is demonstrated, where
can be seen that in MPC 201 set-up λ value is less oscillating, as well as the other system
outputs. Boost pressure drops as soon as the EM is engaged, as the lower torque portion
which is undertaken by the ICE leads to lower exhaust gases power on the turbine side of
the TC, leading to lower inlet pressure.
In Fig. 6.5, it can be noted that with the hybrid setup, both controllers offer the same
gains in terms of the NOx content, which is around 25 % less during steady state than
the conventional system in higher load. Exhaust gases’ opacity and fuel consumption are
also reduced at the same percentage levels as NOx emissions. Thus during the first spike
of the transient loading, MPC 201 has an even better performance, managing to reduce
NOx and opacity emissions at about 10%.
Figure 6.3: Measured total torque output, corresponding lambda values and hybrid con-
troller command to the EM.
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Figure 6.4: Electric torque, inlet pressure and engine speed.
Figure 6.5: Effect of the hybrid powetrain on exhaust NOx, opacity and fuel consumption,
during step loading with static λ reference.
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In Fig. 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8, the response of MPC 401 is compared to the behavior of
MPC 201. MPC 401 utilizes the difference between the engine’s speed and the speed
reference as disturbance to estimate the λ transient dynamics. It is obvious that MPC
401 has enhanced performance compared to MPC 201, and consequently to MPC 101,
managing to copy in a better way with the oscillating dynamics of the plant on lower and
higher loads, as shown in Fig. 6.6, straightening emphatically the λ value profile. As it is
presented in Fig. 6.8, MPC 401 has a bigger influence ( 5%) than MPC 201 to NOx and
Opacity reduction during the transient phenomenon and in steady state condition.
Figure 6.6: Measured total torque output, corresponding lambda values and hybrid con-
troller command to the EM.
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Figure 6.7: Electric torque, inlet pressure and engine speed.
Figure 6.8: Effect of the hybrid powetrain on exhaust NOx, opacity and fuel consumption,
during step loading with static λ reference.
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200-500 Nm Step Loading
Figure 6.9: Measured total torque output, corresponding lambda values and hybrid con-
troller command to the EM.
Figure 6.10: Electric torque, inlet pressure and engine speed.
In Fig. 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11, the performance of MPC 201 and MPC 401 is presented
in alternating load between 200 and 500 Nm. Both controllers lead to the same steady
state conditions, leading to 40% reduction of NOx, 30% reduction of fuel consumption
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Figure 6.11: Effect of the hybrid powetrain on exhaustNOx, opacity and fuel consumption,
during step loading with static λ reference.
and 15% enhancement of the exhaust gas opacity, as shown in Fig. 6.11. However, during
transients MPC 401 succeeds more stable λ value and other plant’s measured outputs
(MAP, EM torque). This happens because at 500 Nm, the plant operates out of the
nominal operational area of the MPC 201 model (Fig. 3.2) and MAP , which is utilized as
MD of MPC 201, has different gain compared to loads between 100-400 Nm at 1600 RPM.
It is concluded that MPC 401 has a enhanced ability to reject disturbances compared to
the other designs.
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300-500 Nm Step Loading
In this scenario, where the ability of disturbance rejection of the MPC 101, 201, 401
controllers is evaluated, the EM is engaged during both higher and lower load, evaluating
the performance of the hybrid plant in continuous operation. As presented in Fig. 6.12
and 6.13, as there is a rise of the load and a drop to the engine speed, MPC 201 and MPC
401 react before λ value drops, leading to slightly smaller drop of the λ value, while MPC
101 acts when λ has already dropped below its reference. After that, MPC 401, although
it gives the highest command at the beginning, decreases the applied electric torque, as it
estimates that the λ value is going to overshoot its reference and then reaches its steady
state condition.
Figure 6.12: Measured total torque output, corresponding lambda values and hybrid con-
troller command to the EM.
On the contrary, MPC 101 and 201 force λ value to overshoot, incommoding the plant
to find its stability, which is shown also in the rest powertrain’s measurements. MPC 401,
stabilizes the λ value and then alleviates the error from the reference in contrast to the
other controllers which have an oscillating behavior. In Fig. 6.14 it is noted that MPC
201 and MPC 401 lead to lower emissions (10 − 15%) during the first spike than MPC
101.
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Figure 6.13: Electric torque, inlet pressure and engine speed.
Figure 6.14: Effect of the hybrid powetrain on exhaustNOx, opacity and fuel consumption,
during step loading with static λ reference.
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MPC comparison against PI Controller
In Fig. 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17, MPC 401, which is considered the most attractive and compet-
itive design with MPC techniques, is compared to a PI controller with gains Kp = 0.001,
Ki = 0.002. The PI controller was designed in LME in order to allow comparison of MPC
performance against classic control solutions, as PID types of controller are considered an
industry standard scheme.
Figure 6.15: Measured total torque output, corresponding lambda values and hybrid con-
troller command to the EM.
In addition to that, the PI controller was designed so that to provide the same dynamics
with MPC at the engagement of the EM, as shown in the first subplot of Fig. 6.16. As
shown in Fig. 6.15, PI reacts immediately as λ drops during step loading, while MPC
401 estimates that this is not the optimal solution, according to the controllers internal
plant and the forthcoming speed disturbance. Consequently, acts at the critical point to
stabilize the λ value. Consequently, MPC 401 leads to lower average emissions and fuel
consumption, while PI control leads to an oscillating plant’s behavior. It can be concluded
that MPC is more capable of acting aggressively to a plant under control, while classic
controllers tend to act rather smoother.
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Figure 6.16: Electric torque, inlet pressure and engine speed.
Figure 6.17: Effect of the hybrid powetrain on exhaustNOx, opacity and fuel consumption,
during step loading with static λ reference.
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6.1.2 λ Control with Dynamic Reference
MPC is an attractive control method, which has the advantage to find the optimal control
strategy over a finite prediction horizon according to a plant’s current state. The challenge
is to find the optimal reference tracking trajectories for the plant’s control outputs [15].
Towards this direction are the look-up tables, created by LME, which provide a realistic
λ reference point, according to the speed and boost pressure value of the engine [13]. In
Fig. 6.18 a view of these maps is provided, where the output contour lines are shown.
As it can be noted from Fig. 6.19, in both reference scenarios the MPC controller
has almost the same dynamic behavior, stabilizing the λ value after the first drop during
loading. During the dynamic reference scenario, MPC 401 acts 0.3 sec. faster, as it is
estimated that the control value will drop earlier under the reference trajectory. As far as
the rest measurements of the powertrain are concerned, in the dynamic reference scenario
are greater than in the static, because in steady state during loading the dynamic reference
is lower than the static, as demonstrated in Fig. 6.20 and 6.21.
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Figure 6.18: Look-up tables providing the dynamic λ reference according to engine speed,
inlet pressure and NOx values.
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Figure 6.19: Measured total torque output, corresponding lambda values and hybrid con-
troller command to the EM.
Figure 6.20: Electric torque, inlet pressure and engine speed.
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Figure 6.21: Effect of the hybrid powetrain on exhaustNOx, opacity and fuel consumption,
during step loading with static and dynamic λ reference.
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6.1.3 λ Control with Dynamic Reference under Constraints in NOx and
Fuel Consumption
MPC can handle plants that have operational limitations simultaneously with the reference
tracking. In such case, NOx emissions and fuel consumption limits are posed at 400 ppm
and 14 kg/h respectively as soft constraints and the behavior of MPC is evaluated. Fuel
oil consumption is estimated through a look-up table which utilizes inlet pressure and
engine speed. Soft constraints posing results to a cost addition when the system violates
the limits, or the controller estimates that the limits are going to be violated within the
prediction horizon. The block representation which shows the set-up of the constrained
MPC 900 case is shown in fig. 6.22.
Figure 6.22: Block diagram of the constrained MPC 900 case set-up.
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200-350 and 200-500 Nm Step Loading
As it can be noted in Fig. 6.23, 6.24, 6.25, when the load is applied both controllers
act a few milliseconds before the drop of the λ value. MPC 401, that utilizes the speed
error, engages a few milliseconds before λ drops, due to the fact that the speed of the
ICE is dropping almost instantly when a load is applied. After the initial command spike,
the controller can predict that this big of a command will lead to an overshoot, and
the command value drops once again. It can also be seen that generally the 900 design
produces higher command values than the 401, although the internal model of the plant
used is the same in both, due to the addition of constraints in MPC 900 for NOx content
and fuel consumption.
Figure 6.23: Measured total torque output, corresponding lambda values and hybrid con-
troller command to the EM.
In Fig. 6.24, the torque output of the EM, the ICE intake manifold pressure and the
rotational speed of the powertrain are presented. In the first subplot it can be seen that
the shape of the EM torque is generally the same for both controller designs, with MPC
900 producing more torque due to the limitations it offers in exhaust emissions and fuel
consumption. In the second subplot, it can be noted that MPC 900 leads to lower MAP
values because in this setup the engine contributes less to the total power demand than
in MPC 400 scenario.
In Fig. 6.25, it can be observed that both controllers offer the same gains in terms of
NOx emissions and exhaust gas opacity. The first spike on the NOx content cannot be
avoided due to the system dynamics. Thus MPC 900 shows a ∼ 10% better performance
during transients. In MPC 900 scenario, fuel consumption is being kept under the limits,
resulting to more gain than in MPC 401 scenario, thus, leading to a greater electric power
consumption.
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Figure 6.24: Electric torque, inlet pressure and engine speed.
Figure 6.25: Effect of the hybrid powetrain on exhaustNOx, opacity and fuel consumption,
during step loading with dynamic λ reference.
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200-500 Nm Step Loading compared to Static Reference without constraints
In Fig. 6.26, 6.27, 6.28, the constrained scenario with dynamic reference and operational
limits is compared to the standard, unconstrained, static reference scenario. In general
MPC 900 acts more emphatically on the plant in order to stay within the desired limits,
managing to reach faster the λ reference and obtaining higher stability of the controlled
object (λ value).
Figure 6.26: Measured total torque output, corresponding lambda values and hybrid con-
troller command to the EM.
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Figure 6.27: Electric torque, inlet pressure and engine speed.
Figure 6.28: Effect of the hybrid powetrain on exhaustNOx, opacity and fuel consumption,
during step loading with dynamic λ reference compared to static reference.
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6.1.4 Control under Constraints in NOx and Fuel Consumption without
Reference Tracking
In this scenario, the controller tries not to exceed the posed limits regarding NOx emissions
and fuel oil consumption without tracking any reference trajectory. MPC 901 set-up has
only NOx content limitation at 300 ppm, while MPC 902 is constrained both in NOx
emissions at 350 ppm and fuel oil consumption at 12 kg/h. Both controllers succeeded to
operate the plant within the desirable limits. As the first spikes during loading can’t be
avoided, the controllers restore the plant’s operation under the maximum limits, as shown
in Fig. 6.31. In fig 6.29 can be noted that the controller has different dynamic when
increasing the command in comparison to the points when the command is decreased.
This is a result of the severe change of the cost function value above the limits, because as
it is estimated that a constraint is going to be violated, a great cost is added, while under
the limits the cost is depended on the command amplitude. As the controller command
is penalized, the controller is forced to provide a zero command value, until a limit is
exceeded again, where the constraints violation cost is added again to the cost function,
forcing the controller to increase the command.
It can be concluded that this idea can work using only one individual output constraint,
as well as in the combination of more operational constraints.
Figure 6.29: Measured total torque output, corresponding lambda values and hybrid con-
troller command to the EM.
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Figure 6.30: Electric torque, inlet pressure and engine speed.
Figure 6.31: Effect of the hybrid powetrain on exhaustNOx, opacity and fuel consumption,
during step loading without λ reference.
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6.2 Propeller Load
In the second set of experiments the engine simulates a propeller loading operation, with
alternating speed and torque, as shown in Fig. 6.32 from measurements gathered by
LME on-board a high speed vessel [13]. The power demand is a cubic function of the
propeller rotational speed (P = c × N3). These data was scaled to fit properly in the
range of the diesel engine output power and rotational speed limits. In the graph are
clearly shown three fields of operation, the low-load area, where the engine is loaded
during maneuvering, transient loading - acceleration area when the vessel departs from a
port and the steady state area, which is the nominal operation point of the engine, when
the vessel is maintaining its cruising speed. In this case a set of look-up tables was used,
so as to provide dynamic λ reference points.
Figure 6.32: Measured power demand vs engine speed data on-board high-speed vessel [13].
In this scenario the outputs of the plant don’t have such an abrupt behavior as in the
step loading case seen in the previous section. As it can be noted from Fig. 6.33, 6.34 and
6.35, all controllers track successfully the λ value reference which is being provided by the
look-up table.
Additionally, MPC 401 and MPC 900, which utilize the engine speed difference between
the measurement and the reference, when the engine needs to speed up they increase the
command value as they predict that the λ value will drop due to loading. Respectively,
the command switches off, as the speed reference drops during unloading, creating an
overspeeding of the engine.
As far as MPC 900 is concerned it manages to stay below the operational NOx and
fuel consumption limits, by changing its dynamics, as shown in Fig. 6.33, at the end of
the loading procedure.
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Figure 6.33: Measured total torque output, corresponding lambda values and hybrid con-
troller command to the EM.
Figure 6.34: Electric torque, inlet pressure and engine speed.
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Figure 6.35: Effect of the hybrid powetrain on exhaustNOx, opacity and fuel consumption,
during propeller loading with dynamic λ reference.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
Conclusions
In this thesis, the feasibility of using model predictive control in a hybrid diesel-electric
marine powerplant has been investigated. Initially, identification experiments have been
executed in order to extract models for the controller design procedure. Several MIMO
models were identified and evaluated, using multiple signals as disturbance inputs. Also,
a feedback manipulation was suggested, so that future disturbance input attributes can be
predicted. As far as the controller design procedure is concerned, various MPC controllers
were designed in order to control under closed-loop, the operation of the hybrid installation
in multiple loading scenarios. The performance of controllers was tested also in simulation
using open-loop experimental data.
Finally, the performance of the controllers was verified experimentally under realistic
operating conditions on the hybrid diesel-electric testbed at LME. Experimental results
showed the efficient control of the plant during transient operation, in terms of pollutants
reduction in the emission content and improvement of fuel consumption efficiency through
disturbance rejection, while delicately handling input and output constraints of the plant.
Conclusively, it can be derived that model predictive control is a sophisticated control
method that can be successfully applied in marine hybrid powertrains, as it is capable of
tackling multivariable systems, handle constraints, reject disturbances and achieve mini-
mum wastage of energy.
Suggestions for Future Work
In this work, model predictive control under input and output constraints using linear
MIMO internal models, with state feedback manipulation was considered.
Concerning the predictive control of the hybrid powertrain, the use of adaptive models
or linear parameter-varying models can be suggested, in order to deal with diesel engine
non-linearities, which could be also treated taking into account the uncertainty factor.
Also, Explicit-MPC solution can be investigated, where the QP problem is solved off-line
and stored in look-up tables, which provide the controller with the optimal solution at each
control interval. With the explicit solution the sampling time of the can be drastically
decreased, which is crucial in engine control applications. Moreover, a custom cost function
could be investigated, using the desirable variables to be optimized.
Further to the field of MPC as an individual solution, the selection of optimal reference
trajectory is of great concern, as if such existing, the controller can find the way of tracking
it efficiently.
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Appendix A
N4SID Algorithm
A.1 Input-output matrix equation
Yf = ΓiXi +H
d
iMf +Nf (A.1)
where
• The extended observability matrix Γi
Γi
def
=

C
CA
CA2
...
CAi−1
 (A.2)
• The deterministic lower block triangular Toeplitz matrix Hdi
Hdi
def
=

D 0 0 . . . 0
CB D 0 . . . 0
CAB CB D . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
CAi−2B CAi−3B CAi−4B . . . D
 (A.3)
• The stohastic lower block triangular Toeplitz matrix Hsi
Hsi
def
=

0 0 0 . . . 0
C 0 0 . . . 0
CA C D . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
CAi−2 CAi−3 CAi−4 . . . 0
 (A.4)
• The input and output block Hankel matrices are defined as
U0|i−1
def
=

u0 u1 . . . uj−1
u1 u2 . . . uj
...
...
. . .
...
ui−1 ui . . . ui+j−2
 (A.5)
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Y0|i−1
def
=

y0 y1 . . . yj−1
y1 y2 . . . yj
...
...
. . .
...
yi−1 yi . . . yi+j−2
 (A.6)
where it is assumed for stohastic reasons that j →∞.
A.2 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
For Singular Value Decomposition, the defined notion of orthogonal projection difined in
chapter 3 is needed [5]. By projecting the row space of Yf into the orthogonal complement
U⊥f of the row space of Uf so that
YfU
⊥
f = ΓiXi/U
⊥
f +H
s
iMf/U
⊥
f +Nf/U
⊥
f
and since it is assumed that the noise is uncorrelated with the inputs
Mf/U
⊥
f = Mf , Nf/U
⊥
f = Nf .
Therefore
YfU
⊥
f = ΓiXi/U
⊥
f +H
s
iMf +Nf .
The following step consists in weighting this projection to the left and to the right with
some matrices W1 and W2
W1Y f/U
⊥
j W2 = W1Γi︸ ︷︷ ︸
1.
Xi/U
⊥
f W2︸ ︷︷ ︸
2.
+W1(His
sMf +Nf )W2︸ ︷︷ ︸
3.
.
Of course, the inputs Uf and the weighting matrices W1 and W2 can not be chosen
arbitrarily but they should satisfy the following three conditions
1.
rank (W1Γi) = rank Γi (A.7)
2.
rank (Xi/U
⊥
f W2) = rank Xi (A.8)
3.
W1(His
sMf +Nf )W2 = 0 (A.9)
The first two conditions guarantee that the rank-n property of ΓiXi is preserved after
projection onto U⊥f and weighting by W1 and W2. The third condition expresses that W2
should be uncorrelated with the noise sequences wk and vk. If these three conditions are
satisfied, then
Oi def= W1Yf/U⊥f W2 = W1ΓiXi/U⊥f W2 (A.10)
with SVD
Oi =
(
U1 U2
)(S1 0
0 0
)(
V T1
V 2
)
The following important properties can now be stated
rank Oi = n,
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W1Γi = U1S
1/2
1
Xi/Uf
⊥W2 = S1/2V T2
Obviously, the singular value decomposition of the matrix W1Yf = U
⊥
f W2 delivers the
order n of the system. Moreover, from the left singular vectors corresponding to the non-
zero singular values the extended observability matrix Γi can be found (up to a similarity
transformation) where as the right singular vectors contain information about the states
Xi. For an appropriate choice of the weighting matrix W2, the matrix
X˜i
def
= Xi/UfW2 (A.11)
can indeed be considered as an estimate of the state sequence Xi. For a particular choice
of W2, X˜i is a Kalman filter estimate of Xi. By choosing appropriate weighting matrices
W1 and W2, all subspace algorithms for LTI systems can be interpreted in the above
framework, including N4SID algorithm.
N4SID algorithm uses the state estimates X˜i to find the state space model. The weights
W1 and W2 at N4SID correspond to the following values
W1 = Ili (A.12)
W2 = (Wp/U
⊥
f )
†Wp (A.13)
By selecting as defined above W1 and W2 , the estimated state sequence X˜i can be in-
terpreted as the solution of a bank of Kalman filters, working in parallel on each of the
columns of the matrix Wp. Besides X˜i, we also need the state sequence X˜i+1. This se-
quence can be obtained from a projection and new weights W 1, W 2 in Eq. (A.10 based
on W0|i, Yi+1|2i−1 and Ui+1|2i−1. This leads to the sequence Oi+1 and the Kalman filter
states X˜i+1
Oi+1 = W 1Yi+1|2i−1/U⊥i+1|2i−1W 2 = W 1Γi−1X˜i+1W 2
The state space matrices A, B, C, D can now be found by solving a simple set of over
determined equations in a least squares sense.(
X˜i+1
Yi|i
)
=
(
A B
C D
)(
X˜i
Ui|i
)
+
(
ρw
ρv
)
(A.14)
with obvious definitions for ρw and ρv as residual matrices. This reduces to
min
A,B,C,D
∥∥∥∥(X˜i+1Yi|i
)
−
(
A B
C D
)(
X˜i
Ui|i
)∥∥∥∥2
F
Finally, the noise covariances Q, S and R can be estimated from the residuals ρw and
ρv as (
Q S
ST R
)
i
=
1
j
[(
ρw
ρv
)(
ρTwρ
T
s
)] ≥ 0
where the index i denotes a bias induced for finite i, which disappears as i → ∞. As
is obvious by construction, this matrix is guaranteed to be positive semi-definite. This
is an important feature since only positive definite covariances can lead to a physically
realizable noise model.
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